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ABSTRACT
Non-volatile memory, so-called NVM, has become one of the most important and popular elements
in a computer system. For example, every smartphone has built-in storage which is usually made of
flash memory. However, with different technology or material chosen for the NVM, it can present a
big difference of characteristics in terms of latency, power, retention, endurance, and density.
Therefore, it is not so intuitive to deploy NVMs in different computing systems for various applications.
In this talk, I will introduce two key memory technologies, i.e., flash memory and persistent memory.
Moreover, I will point out several challenges for the system design when these memories are adopted.
In particular, I will give some design examples that jointly consider several layers including hardware
and software to effectively optimize the performance for reliability and latency. With such proven
design examples, I believe NVM with several distinct features can open up lots of new design
opportunities for various promising applications like in-memory big data computing.
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